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Abstract
Pellazg were the most ancient people that populated the Ballkans. Illyrians, as successors of the Pellazg and
predecessors of Albanians, were among the oldest and autochthonous inhabitants of the Western Balkans, from the
river Danube branches, rivers Sava and Drava in the North, to the Ambrakia Bay (Preveze) in the South; and in the
east they also populated Western Macedonia. Historic literature and different maps, especially geographic and
ethnographic maps, published during the centuries, witness best about the position of the territory and Albanian
ethnicity in this part of the Balkans. This paper analyzes, main cartographic material (especially geographic and
ethnographic maps) published in different times, and through them assesses spatial spreading of the Albanian territory
and occupation of a vast part of the territory by neighbor countries. Based on historic facts and mainly in geographic
and cartographic data of Professor Ahmet Gashi, Albanian territory takes up an area of approximately 85000 km2..
Currently, about 45365 km2 of the area of the territory is found under political administration of bordering countries
with Albania and Kosovo.
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A SHORT HISTORICAL OVERVIEW ON AUTHOCTONOUS ALBANIANS AND THEIR
TERRITORY
Different authors, local and foreigners, have proved that Albanians are autochthonous in their territory. Thus, according
to Edith Durham “Dardanians that constituted the population of Illyrian state and of whom Albanians are direct
descendants, used to live in the region of what is now Kosovo and Metohija and in a part of Macedonia". In his book
“A journey from Belgrade to Thessaloniki” (1866) Georg von Hahn recognizes the Albanian uncontested majority in
the Fushe Kosova plain to the banks of the Vardar River in Skopje. “These Albanians are autochthonous in these
territories”, he says.
Historical facts prove without equivocation, the Albanian affiliation of Epirus. In addition to the historical course, the
Swedish scholar Martin P. N. Nilson says: “Epirus is non-Greek in any point of view”. According to the Byzantine
Emperor of the X century Leo IV the Wise “Residents of Epirus and Albanians”, while according to Lyber “The
island of Cyprus was originally inhabited by Illyrians”.
Ami Boue in her book “The European Turkey” (1889) wrote that the Vilayet (province) of Ioannina, Scoutari, Monastir
and Uskup were ethnically simply Albanian”. According to the Greek consul Mavromatis, who was staying in Shkoder
during 1876-1881 "Geographic Albania is made up of territories stretching from Montenegro to the Gulf of Arta and
from Pindi to Shar". Colonel Lik notes: “Albania is spread throughout the entire east coastline of the Ionian and
Adriatic Sea, including parallels 39° – 43° ”.
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However, many local and international authors have given voice to the area of the Albanian territory. According to
Sami Frashëri “Albania has an area of 70000 km2, while according to the French scholar L. Uelavitch “The area of
Albania is 75000 km2’’. The other Albanian scholar T. Selenica says: “The area of Alnaian is 80000 km2”. While the
real ethnic borders of Albania are described by Professor A. Gashi (Figure 1). According to some historical data, the
information of this map and some other cartographic data studied in this paper, the Albanian territory is approximately
85000 km2.

Figure 1. Albanian territory according to Ahmet Gashi’s map
Presently, only 39635 km2 of the area of Albanian territory is politically administered by Albania (28748 km 2) and
Kosovo (10887 km2), while the other part, circa 45365 km2, are under political administration of Montenegro, Serbia,
Macedonia and Greece.

Old maps – an important source of information on the spatial position of the Albanian territory
Besides given proof from the Albanian historyography and the careful examination and of maps clearly enlightens the
historical truth about spatial position of the Albanian territory. Illyrians, the ancestors of Albanians, were spread in a
vast area of the Ballkan Peninsula, which is seen clearly through the maps of Homer (figure. 2) and Herodotus (figure.
3).
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Figure 2. Map of Homer (year 700 B.C)

Figure 3. Map of Herodotus (year 465 B.C)
As we can see from picture 1, due to the lack of exact and quick information and communication, Homer’s knowledge
in history and geography about the surrounding world in that time was very humble, even, if we have a close look of the
map, the Earth was believed to resemble a disc surrounded by “the World Ocean”. What we are interested in is that, on
the map we can see the designation under “Thesprotia”, with which Homer shows the presence of some Illyrian tribes
whose name is capitalized and so is the position of the designation. Usually, on a map, the length of the designation
border units is shorter compared to the cartographic sign of the border line, thus the Illyrian position was wider.
Anaksimandri’s map (Figure.4) year 565 B.C., is a correction of Homer’s map and several authors consider it as a
Homer-Anaksimandian map. On this map, for the first time the designation “Illyrioi” is placed which means “Illyria” as
well as its province “ Chaonoi” (Kaonia) and “Liburnon” (Liburnia). For the first time, the Apennine Peninsula, Iberian,
Armenia and other islands are shown in the Mediterranean ( A. Shehu, P. Nikolli, 2001).
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Figure 4. Anaksimandri’s map (year 565 B.C)
Herodotus map (Figure.3) dates back to 465 B.C., which notes a significant improvement on the geographical position
of the countries that surround the Mediterranean Sea.
Among other things, this map marked two names: Illyrii and Thermopylae. The first denomination, the writing of which
starts from the Bay of Venice, represents the Illyrians (Herodotus calls Venetians - Illyrian), while the second shows the
name of the border between Greece and the Kingdom of Illyria. Herodotus, who is considered the father of history,
wrote the truth about historical events of the people dwelling around the Mediterranean Sea and he visited these
territories several times.
On this map river "Istria" (Danube) is marked, a part of which restricts the Pannonian territory that the Illyrians lived in
these territories. Later, other maps were created, of the known world at that time, as by: Hecateu (century V B.C),
Eratosthenes (century III B.C), Strabo and Poseidon (century I B.C), but important elements were not overlooked.
In F.W. Putzger’s atlas of 1897 , there are two maps, in which the position of Illyria is shown. Thus, each map (Figure.
5) shows the historical situation in the middle of VII century B.C. where Illyrians position was to near Thermopylae ,
on the border with Greece . In this map are shown great kingdoms of Illyrian as Dardanians, Taulants, Desaretes , Peon
etc., as well as the boundaries of ancient Greece and a part of its colonies . But this map, for the geographical area that
includes, does not indicate the entire area of northern Illyrian territories . These territories are complemented by another
map (Figure.6) showing the historical situation in the century I A.D, i.e. at the time of the Roman Empire. In this map,
there is also the geographical scope of Dardania (Kosovo), (A. Shehu, P. Nikolli, 2001).
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Figure 5. Map taken from the Atlas of F.W.Putzger, 1897 (century VII B.C)

Figure 6. Map taken from the Atlas of F.W. Putzger, 1897 (Century I A.D.)
Names of the ancient places found in old maps, shed light on the autochthony and Illyrian origin of Albanian people
located on its territory outside the national borders of Albania , despite the efforts of Serbian historians, etc., trying to
erase the traces of ancient native history , replacing them with Slavic names ( Cërabregu, M., 1977). Thus, in the last
century, Serbian historiography school attempted to wipe from circulation the term "Kosovo" and replace the term of
the fabled "Stara Srbija " (Old Serbia). But this invented term, not only is not found anywhere in the historical literature
of the past centuries, but it was not even marked in maps of Eastern Europe ( Cërabregu, M., 1977), such as those of
Russell, Gostald, Mercator, Kantelit, Qelebi, Jansonit, Koronelit etc. of the XV – XVIII centuries.
“Old Serbia”, Mithat Frashëri wrote, as a term appears for the first time in 1845, in " Map of the Principality of Serbia"
Jean Bugovskit , printed in Belgrade , where the Bjellopolje province , in the southwest of Serbia, is shown by the name
of Old Serbia. In Vuk Karadzic’s geography, published in Belgrade in 1827 this term does not appear ( Frashëri, M.,
1998).
Important information for the region of Kosovo, located in fifth and ninth decree Ptolemy (87-150 A.D). There are
marked settlements and localities regarding to the ownership of the province, for instance, in the province of Dalmatia
are located Chinna (Klina), Thermidava (Prizren), Siperantum (Peja) - in the course of Drilon i.e. Drini today
Arrhibantium (today the area around Orahovac ) Ulpiana (near Pristina), Vendenis ( near Podujevo, etc.).
Roman maps, although general appearance, from geographical point of view have the most complete content compared
with maps of Ptolemy, despite their lack of geodetic basis. In figure 7 a Roman map is shown featuring Albanin
territory. In this map, except antique centers that Gervasio ( Gervasio, M., 1940) mentions, there are distinguished
names in the territory of Kosovo as Theranda (to Ptolemy - Termidava, located near Prizren) Ulpiana (near Pristina),
Vendenis (near Podujevo), Gabuleo (Gjakova), Siparantu (Peja) etc.
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Figure 7. Roman Map
In the second half of the XVII century, the well known geographer of the republic of Venice, priest M.V. Koroneli
(Coronelli, P.M., 1697) ( M. V. Coronelli, ) , could provide valuable geographic data associated with the inner part of
Eastern Europe in general and in the presentation of the Kosovo area in particular. Although Koroneli was not himself
in Kosovo, he found a good support at reports of Catholic missionaries of the Franciscan Order, which stretched nearly
across the region of Kosovo. In the north of Podrime where the church was the center of the Franciscan province,
marked name of place Campo Cassovo (Kosovo Plain). Koroneli though sometimes is mistaken, especially when
explaining etymological explanation of some names, nevertheless he gave the first real appearance of cartographic
Kosovo and Albania.
By the end of the XV century, in various maps, Kosovo was given the name as a settlement called Cascoca. In
subsequent mapping editions of the XVII – XVIII centuries, often occurs Cassoius or Merularum Campus term, and by
the end of the XVIII century, present term Kosovo Plain started to be used. In XIX century, regions of Kosovo,
administratively became known as the Vilayet of Kosovo (1877-1913) which was one of four Albanian vilayets of this
period. After the London Conference (1913), this region broke away from the motherland Albania arbitrarily and was
annexed to Serbia.
By carefully analyzing the maps of Ptolemy, of the Roman Empire (362 of 406 CE), “tabula peuntigeriana” (IV century
AD), the Atlas Catalan (1375), the Pannonia and Illyricum (1590) , the Turkish Empire (1639), map of the states of the
Turkish empire in Europe (1692) map of the Kingdom of Dalmatia (1696), the new map of the kingdoms and provinces
of Dalmatia , Croatia and Slovenia (1709), the map of the Turkish empire (1711), etc. , are data on Albanian territories
and geopolitical and it can be seen that, their definition has changed whenever they were conquered. Rich cartographic
material provides information of interest to point to the systematic dismemberment of Albanian territories from
neighboring countries.

Ethnographic maps. of XIX century, important documents which show the position of the Albanian
settlements in the Balkans
As a result of the historical events, during the nineteenth century, in particular, the declaration of independence of
several Balkans states and their desire to tear apart territories from our territory etc., they have had important
publications, particularly cartographic publications and ethnographic maps. The latter, most of which is distinguished
personalities authors of historical sciences in Europe, they have played an important role, as documents that have not
affected the further disintegration of the remaining territories. Ethnographic map published by Albanian authors as N.
Lako, A. Gashi, N. Kosturi etc., which are distinguished for uncontested truth. In his book entitled "Albanians and
Slavs", Mithat Frashëri scholar and politician, put some ethnographic maps, derived mainly from XIX century, and
made a short analysis. Frenchman G. Lejean, published in 1861 (Figure. 8) his ethnographic map, in which clearly the
position of Albanians in the Balkans.
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Figure 8. Lejean Ethnographical Map (1861)
From this map it is noted that:


All " Old Serbia ", up close to the New Bazaar , the Leskovac and Vranje , is Albanian .



area of Ulcinj and Tivar was also Albania.



Albanians lie in the north of Shkodra .



Epirus is Albania .



However we may notice these inaccuracies:



There seems no presence of Albanians in Skopje and Bitola, Resen .



Presence of Serbs between Peja, Gjakova , Prizren and Pristina is exaggerated etc. However, M. Frasheri says
Lejean, his work expressed great sympathy for Albanian race.

The map of F.Mirkoviç (Shehu, A., Nikolli, P., 2001)., published in Moscow in 1867 (figure. 9), indicates the position
ethnographic Albanians in the middle of the south, to the bay of Corinth, but the author makes an error in appearance
respective ethnicities ( especially the Albanians ) in the north of Albania.
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Figure 9. Ethnographic Map of Mirkoviç (1867)
Ethnographic map of Croatian P.Bradaska (Figure 10), published in 1869 is a bit more accurate, compared to map
Mirkovic, because:


In the area between Pristina , Prizren, Djakovica and Kosovo Albanians and Serbs live .



Albanians are expanded to Bar and Moraca River Valley .



Areas of Kumanovo , Skopje , Velezhës , Bitola and Florina are inhabited by Albanian majority , etc .
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Figure 10. Ethnographic Map of Croatian P.Bradaska (1869)
Ethnographic map of H.Kiepert (Shehu, A., Nikolli, P., 2001), German cartographe, published in Berlin in 1876 (Figure
11), who has known closely Albania, testifies for the improvement of some deficiencies that were cited in the above
maps in the north of country. From this map is noted that vilayets of Scutari, Skopje and Bitola, Albanian-populated
territories. But Kiepert is wrong when he does not indicate the presence of Albanians extension at least until Preveza.

Figure 11. Kiepert’s Ethnographic Map (1876)
Ethnographic Map of Carl Sax (Shehu, A., Nikolli, P., 2001), published in Vienna in 1878 ( Figure 12.) can be
considered as the most accurate ethnographic map of European Turkey. Saks, being consul in Albania for 17 years in a
row ( representative of the Austro -Hungarian Empire ), visited many Albanian places , and has been very attentive to
his studies . However, areas of Bar , Podgorica , Plav and Guci , he would have not known , since his map, erroneously
indicated that they are inhabited by Serbs. Saksi is also wrong to not filing Albanians around Skopje, as well as the
presence of Greeks in Himare the area of Saranda . However , it seems clear that the vilayets of Janina , Skopje ,
Shkodra and Monastery , were mainly inhabited by Albanians.
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Figure 12. Sax’s Ethnographic Map (1878)
Finally, the Romanian Constantin Noe’s map (Figure. 13), published in Bucharest in 1913, where he exaggerates the
presence of Vallaques vAlbanian territories.

Figure 13. Kostandin Noe’s Map (v. 1913)
Besides the above mentioned maps by foreign authors, there are many other map published in different countries of the
world. Only during the time interval 1847-1913, there were published around 17 ethnographic maps . Analysis of the
change in the Albanian political boundaries. Historical literature published over the centuries and maps contains various
maps, especially geographic and ethnographic maps show the best of territories occupied spaces and Albanian ethnicity.
World remarkable history scientists: Joseph Engel (Germany); William Shepherd (US ;Juan Raig Obiol (Spanish);
Georges Duby (French); R. R. Palmer (US, George Philip (England); B. A. Vermaseren (Germany) ; Hans - Erich Stier
(Germany); Orteli (Dutch); Sophiano (Greek), etc . , have created historical atlases , which include the borderline of our
territories over the centuries . But there are numerous authors who have created special ethnographic maps , with a real
reflection of the situation (Shehu, A., Nikolli, P., 2001).
Any anti-Albanian propaganda in ethnic terms is helpless and invalid. Thus, cartographic representations clearly show
the position of the Illyrians who goes to Bavaria today, Albania (Albania) and Epirus (Bassa Albania) that includes the
Bay of Ambracia, etc.
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But there are few historical atlases and maps, in which the reality of the position of our territories is greatly distorted.
Thus, for example: maps of Ptolemy, Macedonia lies in some areas of the Adriatic Sea. This phenomenon, A. Salmani
in his work "The flourishing of civilization and geography", published in 1994 in Skopje, justifies saying that in that
historical period (II-III century A.D), the relations between Albania and Macedonia were excellent, thanks to the power
of Alexander the Great.
For six centuries, until the Congress of Vienna, 1815, in the Balkans were noticed three developments: 1. The uprisings
of the people of the Balkans, on the status of autonomy or independence from the Ottoman Empire. 2. Powerful
interventions of European Countries such as Austria, Russia, England and France, which have special interests in the
region. 3. Reform efforts within the Ottoman Empire. All three of these movements had a significant impact on
changing the political borders and political boundaries (Figure 14).

Figure 14. The dynamics of Serbian conquer during 1804-1913
With the creation of the Pasalik in Belgrade, in 1804, under the sovereignty of the Ottoman Empire, Serbia's southern
border crossing near Zaeçan, Aleksinaç, Loznica, etc. in 1829, according to the Russian-Turkish treaty of Adrianopoli
(Edirne, Serb political boundary was extended to the south of the Albanian territories to near cities, Nis, Novi Pazar,
Senica etc. In March 1878, under the Treaty of San Stefano, as a result of the conclusion of the Russo-Turkish war
(with the loss of the latter), Serbia benefited even more, by invading the territories of Nis, Leskovac, Pirot, Vranje etc.
In 1913 Serbia occupies the rest of Kosovo Vilayet and Monastery. Serbian attempts to conquer the opposition failed
Durres Italo-Austrian, which was not interested in the existence of a strong Greater Serbia in the Balkans. The extent of
Serbia in the Albanian land was accompanied by inhuman crimes and the disappearance of many settlements from the
map.
Alignment in favor of Serbia's Albanian territory Encyclopedia also speaks Serbian, no. 7, 1956, the item "Srbija",
where on the map attached (Figure 15) shows the displacement of the borders of Serbia since 1804 and in 1913. The
same map (less designations) is published in many encyclopedia other world in our country, as well as special papers.
From this map it is noted that in 1804 in Serbia's borders included only pashalik Belgrade, which apparently is far from
Kosovo. This and other territories were annexed only after 109 years. Causes and consequences of the expansion of the
Serbian state border in the years 1833, 1878 and 1913 were analyzed and commented on many historical publications.
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Figure 15. Map from Serbian Encyclopedia, no. 7, year 1956, voice “SRBI”, where Displacement of Serbian borders is
shown since 1804 until 1913
But Greece gained a lot of territory. In ancient time Greece had little territory on the peninsula , but many colonies ,
spread those from the eastern coast of the Iberian Peninsula to the Black Sea coast (Shehu, A., Nikolli, P., 2001).
Ottoman Empire, to weaken the effect and role of the armed uprising of Albanians for freedom and independence, in
1863 and 1881 (figure 16), gave Greece sizeable Albanian territories. Greek border approached Ioannina. On the other
hand, Greece annexed the Thessaly , Ionian islands and many other islands of the Aegean Sea massacring Albanian
population . At the end of the Balkan War, in 1913 Greece occupies the other Albanian territories and its limit today.

Figure 16. Displacement of Greek border in the Albanian territory (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Cham and other Albanian territories in Greece, according to the map in the book "Albania and Kosovo”
Blue Guide, James Petifer , Tirana 2003 (Original title :Albania and Kosovo” Blue Guide, London 2001)
Montenegro had its territorial expansion (Figure 18). At the beginning of the XIX century, border of Montenegro passed
around Cetinje, and limit the total surface area relatively small, leaving it in the river east of the Moraca Ceni, Albanian
human settlements, Bar, Dodosh, Shpuze etc. In 1830, after the Treaty of Adrianople double the area of Montenegrian
territory, including territory north of Shpuzë and Podgorica and on both sides of the river Zeta etc. In 1859, taking
advantage of the Russian-Turkish war, the area of Montenegro grows mainly in the north and east of it, including the
settlements: Grahova, Dobrushë, Kolasin, Berane, etc. In 1878 after the Treaty of San Stefano, doubles up the territory
of Montenegro, mainly in the north and south of it, including Niksic of Plevle (north), Shpuza, Podgorica, Zhabiakun,
Tivat and Ulcinj (in the center of the south). Finally, in 1913, under the jurisdiction of Montenegro got significant
territories in the northeast and east of it involved in the process, as Albanian settlements important as Plava of Gucia,
Peja (the latter later crossed Serbia), Arbnesh , Braishe, extensive territories between the rivers Tara and Lim etc. Other
historical events that took place in the Balkans in this period, affected the dynamics of the territories in Montenegro
(Shehu, A., Nikolli, P., 2001).

Figure 18. Territory Expansion of Montenegro
The Congress of Berlin (1878) and the London Conference (1913) , seperated significant territories from the Albania
(about 56 260 km2 ) by giving Serbia , Montenegro and Greece . Today, only an area of about 39 635 km2 of the
Albanian territories (Albania and Kosovo) is administered by Albanians.
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CONCLUSION
Various authors, local and foreign, have argued that the Albanians are indigenous to their territory. Dardanians, of
whom Kosovo Albanians are direct descendants, lived in ancient times, in the regions of Kosovo and part of
Macedonia. Historical facts unequivocally prove Albanian affiliation of Epirus.
Literature and historical maps contain maps of different, especially geographic and ethnographic maps published over
the centuries, clearly showing the extent of territory and ethnic Albanians in the Western Balkans that the branches of
the Danube, the rivers Sava and Drava in the north ,to the Gulf of Ambracia (Preveza) to the south.
By carefully analyzing old maps and other cartographic materials it shows that geopolitical definition of Albanian
territories has changed whenever conquest was made.
According to historical data and cartographic materials studied in this work, especially by geographic and cartographic
materials prof. Ahmet Gashi, Albanian territory area is about 85,000 km2. Today managed politically by Albanians
only 39 635 km2 of the Albanian territories (Albania with 28748 km2 and Kosovo 10887 km2); the rest, about 45365
km2 area of Albanian territories, politically administered by neighboring Albania and Kosovo.
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PhD in the field of Spatial Planning and GIS at the University of Tirana in Albania. As a
hardworking person and ambitious he was spotted by foreign experts, therefore he was offered
to participate as member of EFFIS (EUROPEAN COMMISSION, Joint research Center,
Institute for Environment and Sustainability) working group where he is now an active
member, he is also member of EUROGEO (the European Association of Geographers),
AGISEE (Association for Geospatial Information in South-East Europe). He has participated in
many international conferences. E-mail: ferimgashi@yahoo.ca;

Pal Nikolli

Prof. dr. Eng. Pal NIKOLLI (Cartographer). Professor of subjects: "Elements of Cartography",
"Thematic Cartography", "The interpretation of aerial photographs and satellite images" and
"Geographic Information Systems (GIS)" in the branch of geography at the University of
Tirana. His research interest is mainly oriented in cartography, GIS/Remote Sensing and
analysis of the dynamics of the shoreline. "Doctor of Science" in cartography in 1994,
"Associate Professor" in 1999 and “Professor” in 2016. Author and coauthor of more than 100
articles and studies published in scientific journals at inside and abroad, more than 80 papers
and reports kept in seminars and conferences at inside and abroad, 11 textbooks, 3 monographs,
some books, geographical atlases, several national and international research projects and about
20 items journalism scientific character. Member of several scientific organizations and
associations

Murat Meha

Prof. Dr. Murat MEHA is a CEO of Kosovo Cadastral Agency, a University Professor and Head
of the state Border Demarcation Commission. He teaches at the University of Prishtina Kosovo since 1988. He has also taught for ten years at Tetova University (FYR of Macedonia).
He worked for five years as Manager of SEO Ferronikel, for three years as a CEO of Kosova
Cadastre Agency (KCA), in different funded EAR projects, USAID project, KTA etc. During
his period as CEO of KCA he led big projects as KOPOS (GNSS), finalize TopoMaps25, State
Geoportal, NSDI, CadastralMap, Reconstruction of Cadastral information. Mr Meha did
researches and lecterures at TU Vinna, UWH Shekesvesher Hungary His research studies are
mainly related to survey, cadaster, Land Administration and Land management and related
educational and capacity building activities. He is currently member of Kosova Surveyor
Association. The main publications of Mr. Meha are on survey, cadaster, Land Administration
and Land management, SDI. He published two University books, eight books for Kosovo
Cadaster Agency, editor of few cadastral publications, one translated book, and several school
geographic atlases and maps. He has more than 150 professional and science papers and more
than 180 professional presentations in different professional magazines, symposiums,
conferences etc. Most of these articles are available on Internet at: FIG, ICC, Euro Geographic,
WPLA, CELKCenter, FAO GIM International see also: www.kca-ks.org etc
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Ismail Kabashi

Prof. dr. Ismail KABASHI, was born on 08.08.1965 in Prishtina, Kosova. He graduated in
geodesy department of the University of Saraevo-Bosnia and Hercegovina in 1992 year. In 2003
year, he held the degree of Doctor of sciences (PhD) in Geodesy engineering department of TU
Wienn–Vienna. Currently he is employee in Vermessung ANGST GmbH ZT as project
manager for Planning and execution of Cadastre and Geomonitoring Projects. From year 2004,
he works as a geodesy engineering Professor at the University of Prishtina-Kosova. He is the
author of many papers published and presented in national and international scientific
conferences related to geodesy and engineering geodesy, as well as the author of script for
students in geodesy engineering field.
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